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Abstra t
We will demo a virtual human who an engage in multi-modal negotiation dialogue
with people from other organizations, to be
used in training appli ations. The virtual
humans build on sophisti ated task, dialogue, and emotion models, with an added
model of trust, whi h are used to de ide
intera tional moves. The model has been
implemented within an agent in the SASOST system, and some example dialogues are
given, illustrating the ne essity for building
so ial bonds.
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Introdu tion

Some kind of so ial and a e tive relationships between agents are needed for all but the most individualisti kinds of intera tion. For teams working
together on a shared task, there are quite strong requirements on mutuality (Cohen and Levesque, 1991;
Grosz and Sidner, 1990). Allwood (Allwood, 1976),
de ned Ideal Cooperation between parties as a situation in whi h the parties
1. take ea h other into ognitive onsideration
2. have a joint purpose
3. take ea h other into ethi al onsideration
4. trust ea h other to a t in a ordan e with 1-3.
(Allwood et al., 2000) dis ussed how ooperation
an also be less than ideal when only some of these
fa tors hold, or they hold only to a lesser extent.
Teams do not exist a priori { generally they must be
built from individuals who have more neutral relationships. While some teams may be built arti ially
when agents engage in a tivities with spe i team
roles, or out of lo al per eived self-interest, in general bonds are needed to hold teams together. To do

this, ethi al onsideration and trust must be built
from a starting point in whi h su h trust may not
exist. Building su h trust is a real issue in teambuilding, espe ially when there are on i ting goals
or interests.
We laim that virtual humans an play an important role in helping train these skills of establishing
bonds and teams. By building virtual humans that
are not just humanoid in appearan e and external behavior, but whi h also have internal models (in luding beliefs, goals, plans, and emotions) and ability to
reason over these models and formulate appropriate
strategies and behaviors on the basis of the models and per eptual input, virtual humans an behave
appropriately for a range of so ial relationships, e.g.,
by taking other agents into ognitive and ethi al onsideration (e.g., by ful lling obligations or reasoning
about politeness issues) and trusting other agents to
do the same.
In previous work (Ri kel et al., 2002; Traum et
al., 2003), we des ribed virtual humans that ould
engage as teammates and negotiate and arry out
team tasks. While this model handled ases where
strong so ial bonds were already assumed (in luding ommon end goals, a so ial institution with roles
that the parti ipants played, and strong trust in the
teammates abilities and vera ity), it did not address
how virtual humans might intera t in the ase where
these bonds were la king, and how to begin to form
them through intera tion.
In this paper, we des ribe the rst attempts to
extend this model to the more general ase, where
bonds may need to be developed during the intera tion, and in whi h the virtual human's behavior may be very di erent depending on the nature
and strength of the bonds. In the next se tion, we
des ribe our initial testbed: a s enario within the
SASO-ST proje t. In Se tion 3, we brie y des ribe
the virtual human model and how trust of the agent
toward another is al ulated. In se tion 4, we show

be swayed by an o er of aid if he does not believe the
aptain an and will ful ll his ommitments. Trust
issues are pervasive throughout the negotiation, sin e
there is usually not mu h point in negotiating with
someone you expe t to lie, be ill-disposed toward you,
or not keep their side of a bargain.
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Figure 1: VR lini and virtual human do tor
two example intera tions with this agent, showing
how the dynami trust model is developed during
the intera tion and how this an a e t the agent's
hoi e of utteran e.
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Domain Testbed: support
operations

Whether it is Kosovo, East Timor, or Iraq, one lesson
that has emerged from attempts at \pea emaking" is
that negotiation skills are needed a ross all levels of
ivilian and government organizations involved. To
have a lasting positive e e t, intera tions between
military and lo als must be arried out in a way that
generates goodwill and trust. We have sele ted this
general lass of operations as a testbed for our work
on negotiation.
More spe i ally, we are developing a training s enario in whi h a lo al military ommander (who has
a rank of aptain) must negotiate with a medi al relief organization. A virtual human plays the role of
a do tor running a lini . A human trainee plays
the role of the aptain, and is supposed to negotiate
with the do tor to get him to move the lini , whi h
ould be damaged by a planned military operation.
Ideally, the aptain will onvin e the do tor without
resorting to for e or threats and without revealing
information about the planned operation. Figure 1
shows the trainee's view of the do tor in his oÆ e
inside the lini . The su ess of the negotiation will
depend on the trainee's ability to follow good negotiating te hniques, when onfronted with di erent
types of behavior from the virtual do tor.
The su ess of a negotiation is also mediated by
fa tors that in uen e the per eived trust between
parties, in luding a belief in shared goals, redibility and interdependen e. The do tor is unlikely to

Virtual Human Negotiation
Implementation

We take as our starting point the virtual humans
implemented as part of the MRE proje t (Ri kel et
al., 2002). These virtual humans are embedded in
a dynami virtual world, in whi h events an happen, agents an perform a tions, and humans and
virtual humans an speak to ea h other and ommuni ate using verbal and non-verbal means. The
virtual humans in lude sophisti ated models of emotion reasoning (Grat h and Marsella, 2004), dialogue
reasoning (Traum and Ri kel, 2002) and a model of
team negotiation (Traum et al., 2003). Agents use
a ri h model of dialogue losely linked with a task
model and emotional appraisals and oping strategies for both interpretation of utteran es as well as
for de isions about when the agent should speak and
what to say.
To negotiate and ollaborate with humans and
arti ial agents, virtual humans must understand
not only the task under dis ussion but also the underlying motivations, beliefs and even emotions of
other agents. The virtual human models build on
the ausal representations developed for de isiontheoreti planning and augment them with methods
that expli itly model ommitments to beliefs and intentions. Plan representations provide a on ise representation of the ausal relationship between events
and states, key for assessing the relevan e of events
to an agent's goals and for assessing ausal attributions. Plan representations also lie at the heart
of many reasoning te hniques (e.g., planning, explanation, natural language pro essing) and fa ilitate
their integration. The de ision-theoreti on epts
of utility and probability are key for modeling nondeterminism and for assessing the value of alternative negotiation hoi es. Expli it representations of
intentions and beliefs are riti al for negotiation and
for assessing blame when negotiations fail (Mao and
Grat h, 2004).
3.1

Modeling Trust

A ording to the dialogue model in (Matheson et
al., 2000), the dire t e e t of an assertion is the introdu tion of a ommitment, whether or not either
party believes in the assertion. While this is suÆient for reasoning about the laims and responsibil-

ity for information, we need to go further and potentially hange beliefs and intentions based on ommuni ated information. Trust is used to de ide whether
to adopt a new belief based on the ommitments of
another.
Similar to (Marsella et al., 2004) and (Cassell and
Bi kmore, 2001) , trust is modeled as fun tion of underlying variables that are easily derived from our
task and dialogue representations. Solidarity is a
measure of the extent to whi h parties have shared
goals. It is derived from a running tally of how many
times the trainee makes assertions or demands that
are ongruent with the agent's goals. Credibility is
a measure of the extent a party makes believable
laims. It is derived from a running tally of how
many times the trainee makes assertions that are
onsistent with the agent's beliefs. Finally, familiarity is a measure of the extent to whi h a party obeys
norms of politeness. Currently, an overall measure
of trust is derived as a linear ombination of these
three fa tors.
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Example Intera tions

Consider the dialogue in Figure 2. This is just one of
many possible intera tions, depending on the hoi es
of the human aptain, as well as several aspe ts
(some probabilisti ) in uen ing the hoi e of moves
and strategy transitions of the virtual human do tor.
Here the aptain a ts as he might with a team
member - after starting the onversation, laun hing
dire tly into his purpose, and answering a question
straightforwardly. While this would have worked
with a subordinate team-member, it has disastrous
e e ts on the neutral do tor, bringing his trust level
almost down to zero and failing to a omplish both
obje tives.
In this dialogue, nothing was done by the aptain
to try to establish a better relationship with the do tor, or address the issue of di ering obje tives and
beliefs. The rst ex hange after the greetings (utteran es 2-5) lowers solidarity by showing di erent
obje tives, setting up more of an antagonisti than
ooperative intera tion. The do tor tries to avoid the
topi , fo using instead on his patients, rather than
the aptain's stated goal. The aptain tries to argue
for his proposed ourse of a tion, but only makes
things worse with utteran e 7. First, he says something the do tor doesn't believe (that the lini is in
danger), lowering his redibility. The do tor is able
to reason though that perhaps the aptain knows of
a reason why it will be unsafe, and hallenges by
asking if he is going to ause the danger. In 9, the
aptain answers sin erely, whi h is a mistake on two
fronts. First, he reveals more about his mission than

1
2
3.1

C
D
C

Hello Do tor Perez.
Hello.
I have orders to move this lini to another
lo ation.
4
D You want to move the lini ?
5
C Yes
DECREASES SOLIDARITY: aptain endorses
undesired a t 'run- lini -there'
6.1 D Look at these people!
6.2 D we need to help them.
7
C It is not safe here, we ant prote t you.
DECREASES CREDIBILITY: aptain asserted
unbelieved (but possible) state 'patients-unsafehere'
'patients-unsafe-here' ould be established by aptain's a t of 'planned-atta k'
8.1 D Prote t me? Prote t me from what?
8.2 D Are you going to atta k?
9
C Yes
DECREASES SOLIDARITY: aptain ommitted
to perform undesired a t 'planned-atta k'
10.1 D We need proper supplies here
Unsu essfully on lude the negotation about runlini -there
10.2 D To move the lini is not possible, we have
many patients in riti al ondition.
11
C It is very important to move now!
12.1 D You are the threat, I need prote tion from
you!
12.2 D I would have to refuse this de ision.
12.3 D I must go now.
Figure 2: Unsu essful negotiation dialogue between
C, a aptain (human trainee) and D, a do tor (virtual Human) showing positive and negative e e ts
on trust.
he should to an outsider, possibly endangering it's
su ess if word gets out to his enemies. Se ond, he
shows even further divergen e from the do tor's goals
| atta king rather than helping the patients. After
one more brief attempt to hange the topi and get
help for his own goals, the do tor gives up on the
aptain in (10.2), and tries to get out of the negotiation. The aptain has failed in his obje tive and
prospe ts are not good for future relations.
For really learning about negotiation it is very
helpful to know not just what the other party did,
but why. In real negotiations it is usually not possible to get \inside the head" of the negotiating partner, and even subsequent questions an sometimes
damage the nature of the intera tion itself. In this
respe t, virtual humans present a real opportunity to
improve on training. As shown in Figure 2, we have
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2
3
4
5

C
D
C
D
C

6
7

D
C

Hello Do tor Perez.
Hello.
Very ni e to meet you! [+FAMILIARITY℄
What do you want?
I have orders to assist you in moving this
lini to a safer lo ation.
You want to move the lini ?
Yes [-SOLIDARITY℄

Strategy shift: Avoid negotiating about move

8.1
8.2
9

D
D
C

10.1
10.2
11

D
D
C

12

D

13

C

This on i t is madness, it is killing people!
We need proper supplies here!
It is not safe here we an't prote t you.
[-CREDIBILITY℄
Prote t me? Prote t me from what?
Are you going to atta k?
I an not dis lose more information but it will
be a problem to stay here.
You are the problem your bombs are killing
these people!
Sir, we are trying to help these people too.
[-CONTROL +SOLIDARITY℄

Strategy shift: Disrupt negotiation about move

14.1
14.2

D
D

15
16
17

C
D
C

18
19

D
C

20
21

D
C

The patients are here,
to move the lini is not possible we have
many patients in riti al ondition.
We an move you to a safer lo ation.
I an't move all these patients.
We an organize the transportation and assist
you with the moving. [+SOLIDARITY℄
I an't move all these patients.
We an have lo als move you.
[+SOLIDARITY℄
There are no supplies there.
We an provide you with the supplies you
need to help your patients. [+SOLIDARITY℄

Strategy shift: Willingly negotiate about move

22.1
22.2
22.3

D
D
D

23
24.1
24.2

C
D
D

25
26.1
26.2
27
28.1
28.2
29
30

C
D
D
C
D
D
C
D

I think I understand what you say.
Well perhaps we an rea h an agreement,
but before we an think about moving, we
need you to bring antibioti s and plasma to
stabilize the patients.
[+INTERDEPENDENCE℄
We an do that! [+SOLIDARITY℄
Well,...
Very well aptain onta t my assistant to
make further arrangements.
I'll see to it personally. [+SOLIDARITY℄
I understand your position.
My patients need my attention now.
Thank you Do tor!
Well,....
I must go now
Goodbye.
Good bye.

Figure 3: Example negotiation dialogue between C,
a aptain (human trainee) and D, a do tor (virtual
Human), showing strategy shifts and positive and
negative e e ts on trust.

implemented a tra e fa ility that provides an annotated trans ript of the dialogue, showing not just
what the virtual human thought was said, but how
it in uen ed his trust, beliefs, and strategy hoi e.
This tool an be used in an \after a tion review"
(AAR) to look in detail at the spe i e e ts the
trainee's negotiation ta ti s had. Here we an see
the reasons for de reases in redibility and solidarity
as e e ts of the ommitments the aptain makes in
relation to desires and beliefs of the do tor.
Figure 3 shows a more su essful intera tion,
where the aptain tries to build bonds as well as a omplish his task. While the aptain's behavior in
this dialogue is not perfe t either (the aptain might
have been better served spending more time up front
establishing familiarity and solidarity and perhaps
addressing the do tor's on erns rst), it is a big
improvement over the dialogue in Figure 2. Here
the greetings in turn 3 add some familiarity, and the
evasion in turn 11 does not do as mu h damage as
the blanket statement of a ting against the do tor's
interest in the previous dialogue. Things are still
not going very well, though, until the aptain establishes some ommon goals with turn 13. With
slightly higher trust, the do tor does not break o
negotiation at this point, but rather raises a series
of obje tions. By addressing ea h of the do tor's
on erns: safety of patients, la k of supplies, la k of
transport, and neutrality, the aptain is able to bring
him around to the point where the move is not an
absolute negative, but is worthy of onsideration, as
part of a team plan. Finally, the two parti ipants
rea h an agreement in luding giving needed supplies
as part of the onditions of moving the lini .
In a ompanion paper, we des ribe the negotiation strategies that the virtual do tor uses, based on
his urrent feeling about the desirability and avoidability of the obje t of negotiation, and the degree
of loseness with his interlo utor. We an see several distin t phases of the dialogue in Figure 3, relating to di erent negotiation strategies. The initial
segment (turns 1-7 ) in ludes initial greetings and
establishing the topi for the onversation { the aptain wants to move the lini . In turns 8-12, the
do tor engages in an avoidan e strategy, trying to
avoid this topi by bringing up other issues, su h as
his need for supplies, and the general problems of
on i t. In turns 14-20, the do tor has adopted an
atta k strategy, and points out problems with the
proposed move. In turns 22-25, the do tor adopts a
more open negotiation strategy, and an a tual bargain is stru k. Finally, turns 26-30 show a losing
phase in whi h the do tor disengages from the onversation, while the aptain tries to establish good

relations for future intera tion. Appli ation of these
strategies in uen es not just the hoi e of dialogue
move, but the whole body posture of the do tor and
use of gestures and expressions as well. For example, when the do tor is feeling more distant and less
trusting, he adopts the losed posture as shown in
Figure 1. When he is more trusting and open to negotiation, the posture be omes more relaxed, as in
Figure 4.
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